In this paper, we present the conceptual database design for the WAEC co-operative credit union operation.. The Entity -Relationship model is employed to come out with the various entities, attributes, and relationships between entities.
INTRODUCTION
Database design focuses on the design of databases and files to be used by a proposed information system. Database design involves three main levels of design: conceptual, logical and physical design. In this paper our focus is on the conceptual database design; This is the process of constructing a model of the information used in an enterprise, independent of all physical consideration, i.e. both software and hardware (Connolly and Begg, 1998) . The following steps are involved in creating the WAEC conceptual database design:
This entails examining the requirement specification for the user's particular function within the enterprise to identify the entities. Entities are presented in the form of nouns or noun phrase. Objects such as people, places or concept (excluding those which are mere attributes) are identified as entities. Having identified the entity types, the next step is to identify relationship types. Once again the requirement specification was consulted.
Relationships are normally presented in the form of verbs or verb expressions. As relationship types are identified, the cardinality and participation constraints are determined. The cardinality can be 1:1, 1: M or M: N and the participation can be either total or partial. The relationships are documented and given names which are meaningful to the user.
The final step is the identification of the attributes associated with each entity or relationship type.
IDENTIFICATION (a) ENTITY TYPES
An entity type is an object or concept that is identified by the enterprise as having an independent existence. The entities identified in the requirements specification are: member , contribution,loan,dividend,staff,withdrawal,loanrepayment,hirepurchase,interest,next-of-kin and bank-account.
(b) RELATIONSHIP TYPES
A relationship type is a meaningful association among entity types. The next step is the identification of the relationships between the identified entities in section 2a. The major relationships identified in the requirement specification alongside with their participation constraints and cardinality ratios are tabulated in table 2b below: 
CONCLUSION
A conceptual model of a computerized information system for the operations of West Africa examination council (WAEC) co-operative credit union has been designed.
We employ the entity-relationship model to depict the WAEC co-operative credit union entities and the relationships existing between them.
This is the first of a three -part design of a database.
In subsequent work we shall talk about the logical and the physical designs.
